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Forces outside the airline industry shape our 
customers’ expectations

Tech giants

Buy it again

World Class Digital Retailing

One-click shop and order & pay, bundling, one single customer record, 

Digital and data-native companies
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Today, the industry is 
constrained and 
limited by the legacy 
standards, processes 
& technology in place.
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Airlines in control of their
Product, Money & Data

The ambition is to enable true customer centricity, with …



Modern Airline Retailing

Digital Identity

Customer Identity in Retailing 

Customer Identity in Service 
Delivery

Digital Identity of Value Chain 
Partners

Selling with Offers

Product and Partnership 
Management

Offer and Channel Management

Payment Management 

Fulfilling with Orders

Order Management

Order Accounting & 
Financial Management 

Delivery using Orders

Airlines in control of their products, money & data 

Standards Development Transition / Acceleration

Communication & Advocacy 



Selling with Offers

1. The airline takes control: it constructs the offer (not the GDS)

2. The airline has complete control and agility to manage all its channels

3. Continuous  Pricing and Dynamic Bundling become possible

4. The airline has a list of products: a “product catalogue” like any retailer

5. The airline can control the payment method used and it is easy to add 
new methods of payment



Selling with 
Offers means 
Customers may 
have access to 
similar content 
available on 
airline.com, via their 
agents and more 
transparency on 
Offers



There is momentum ….



And data confirms what’s in the media
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Distribution

Payment

Data confirms what’s in the media



100m+ 1.5% 600m+ 50m+
Annual savings 
in Distribution 

costs

Increase in 
revenues from 

Continuous 
pricing

Revenue 
increase by 

2027

Annual value 
creation in 

payment from 
2027  

Because some airlines are already realizing 
benefits



But if they want to become truly customer centric 
airlines need a legacy free framework with Offers 

& Orders only



Fulfilling  with Orders

1. The PSS morphs into a typical retailing platform

2. Servicing is superior, upsells are easier and disruption handling is smoother

3. New partnerships are easy to implement: LCCs, Rail etc.

4. Collection and control of data can take place real time

5. Financial controls move up-front



One single 
record 
makes it 
easy for the 
Customer
to access & 
modify, just 
like with 
Amazon 



» iata.org/retailing-consortium

A Consortium is helping to accelerate the 
journey



Consortium deliverable #1

A Business Case to 
transition to Modern 
Airline Retailing



Consortium deliverable #2

The Business 
Reference 
Architecture 
supporting modern 
retailing in a world of 
100% Offers & 
Orders



Consortium deliverable #3

IT Provider Readiness 
and Airline Transition 
Pathways to100% 
Offers and Orders



And technology providers are also on board
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There is a 
framework and 

momentum

All 3 pillars have 
momentum - at different 

stages

Collaboration is 
critical 

Within each individual 
airline and across the eco-

system

There is value for 
all our members

And for other players 
across the value chain.

Enjoy the 
Symposium!

We want you all to leave 
empowered, with tools 

and ideas to move 
forwards

Four takeaways



Thank you

For more information, please go to 
IATA.org/ Retailing 
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